CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

Communicating and Reporting Science
Give Science Reporting a new Narrative
4 – 5 June & 11 – 12 June 2021
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation / AvH and the International Journalists’ Programmes / IJP call for applications to
participate in their third joint digital Communication Lab for Exchange between Research and Media.
IJP and the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (AvH) have developed the ComLab format to promote global
cooperation between science and media. Twice a year, ten journalists from the global IJP network meet ten
fellows from the Humboldt Foundation. During a four-day workshop and the following seven weeks, they form
interdisciplinary teams of one scientist and one journalist each to cooperate on a compelling piece of journalism
dealing with an overarching topic of current relevance. Experienced mentors accompany the development process.
Join the ComLab network and be part of a specialised community of science communicators.
Exchange ideas with fellow scientists and journalists from all over the world.
Discuss current global issues with international experts from politics and civil society.
Learn from excellent trainers and mentors about innovative storytelling techniques.
Work towards a compelling piece of science communication based on current research.
Win one of three prestigious prizes and receive a certificate for excellence in science reporting.

ComLab#3:
Fair for all? Sustainability and Social Justice
Sustainable transformation also means social transformation. In the Agenda 2030, policy-makers worldwide
defined important goals: the end of poverty and hunger in the world, access to quality education for all as well as
the promotion of decent work and sustainable economic growth.
But how to ensure a fair and sustainable development for all? How can science and journalism
help to communicate the complex social dimensions of sustainable transformation?
The third ComLab addresses the field of tension between sustainability and social justice; the potential of
sustainable innovations and the conflicting goals that (can) ensue from the economic and social interests of the
Global North and the Global South.

How are the costs and benefits
of sustainable development
distributed at local, regional
and global level?

What role do gender, social
and ethnic background play
in participation in sustainable
development?

What forward-looking ideas are there
for designing sustainable structures
– especially in education and with
regard to work?

4 – 5 June 2021:

Have fun while warming up for ComLab. Get to know
each other. Discuss what constitutes good science
communication. Share ideas on how to collaborate.
Get inspired by world-class international science
communicators. Learn from science experts in the field
of sustainability. Get started with your own projects.

11 – 12 June 2021:

Open up to new ideas. Enjoy input by international
speakers. Get to know examples of best practice
in sustainable transformation. Expand your own
science reporting tool kit. Participate in science-media
interventions. Meet and mingle with policy-makers
and civil society activists. Learn from editors about
good science reporting. Pitch your projects.

REQUIREMENTS
Participation is open to ten IJP alumni from the global network, including Germany, and ten mid-career researchers
from the Humboldt Foundation. Knowledge and experience in science reporting/communication is an asset, but
not a prerequisite for participating in this four-day virtual workshop.

EXPECTATIONS
•
•
•

Commitment to engage with an international community of mid-career researchers.
Intention to participate in all four mandatory days of ComLab 3. Active engagement
in expert discussions and interactive learning sessions.
Production of a compelling piece of journalism.

HOW TO APPLY
•
•

CV in English (PDF), two pages max., (should include the year and title of your IJP fellowship programme)
Motivation letter of 500 words max. (PDF). which will give us a concrete idea in which journalistic format your
reporting skills are best reflected.

All documents should be submitted in ONE e-mail to comlab@ijp.org.
Subject line: #application for ComLab 3 plus your name.

Application deadline: 15 April 2021.
Participants will be notified by the end of April.
Deadline for final tandem report: end of August.

For more information visit the respective websites:
www.humboldt-foundation.de/en/explore/organisation/reinforcing-science-communication
www.ijp.org/en/alumni/communicating-science

